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Part 1 - Inviting a Dialogue
This is Part 1 of a 3-part series of the first training session with a new horse, all shot on the same day. Watch
the discovery process unfold and learn about A Somatic Approach to Horsemanship™ as I check out what
Selena, this 17 year old rescued Arabian mare, already knows about humans, whips, ropes, pressure and
partnership. As she is learning about me and what kind of "trainer" I am, you will get an introduction to the
way I teach my students to invite an interspecies dialogue with every horse.

Part 2 - Establishing Boundaries
In this video lesson, discover three of The Five Agreements that I believe are the most important place to
start when working with any horse. These three basic agreements between horse and human are the
beginning of building a common language and the foundation for a relationship or any future training.

Part 3 - Having a Conversation
In this video, as I coach the owner working with her own horse, we continue to talk about connection,
personal space and boundaries; how to enforce the invisible boundaries without damaging the relationship
with the horse; how to prevent bracing and tension with appropriate body language and different use of
tools; and how to invite the horse to circle willingly and energetically, in balance and self-carriage.

Part 4 - Somatics for Riders - Relaxing the Muscles of the Back.
A 40+ minute Mat Class appropriate for all fitness levels, this video is the first lesson of the 8 Somatics for
Riders mat class lessons in Alissa's Posture Transformation Program.- In this lesson, we will work with the
Extensor Muscles of the Back.When these muscles are chronically contracted, they are responsible for the
most common complaint in our society: lower back pain! Join me and learn to first control, and then
reset/release your chronic back tension in this gentle movement class.

Alissa Mayer
Straightening the Crooked Horse
Meet Tonka, a quarter horse who has had some issues staying sound, and when under
saddle, was crooked and hard to direct. Learn how to bring a crooked horse into
alignment, and how this can improve their soundness and make them more
comfortable.

Straightening the Crooked Horse Part II
Follow up with Tonka as he progresses, and learn how to use lateral work to develop
better symmetry and straightness.

Amy Skinner
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The Power of Observing & Listening
Learn about the power of observing and listening to our horses. Quite often as humans,
we get caught up thinking about:
What we are “doing” with our horse,
What we are “saying” to them, or
The “aids/ requests” we are giving them.
As people, it’s often easy to turn our focus more towards what we are doing, and miss
turning our focus around to observing and listening. Therefore, it’s important that we
learn how to do both - how to delicately talk and listen at the same time. This will help
us best adapt our communication to exactly what our horse needs in each moment.

Synchronization into the Halt
Learn how to teach your horse how to synchronize with you into the halt. In the most
basic terms, this means teaching your horse how to stop their feet when you stop your
feet. Some of the benefits of this exercise include:
-Improving the respect between you and your horse
Helping your horse start to focus on you more, by watching your movements in
preparation for when you stop your feet
Helping your horse start to relax more, as they understand they are safely under
your guidance and influence
Being able to practice communicating in a clear and effective manner with your aids,
and then dissolving your aids and relaxing from within yourself to reward your
horse

Bonus: Teaching Your Horse How To Lower Their Head & Neck
Without Using a Whip
Learn how to teach your horse how to lower their head and neck by using your hands
placed on the horse’s halter and neck (this method is without the use of a whip).
Some of the benefits of this exercise include:
Being able to manually feel your horse’s body, and work in a more precise manner
through that tactile feel
Using this exercise to help your horse lower their head and neck down for the
haltering or bridling process

Ariana Sakaris
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Creating a Friendship with Your Horse Through Pure
Liberty
Build a deeper relationship with your horse as you learn to slow down and recognize
what really matters to them.

Andrea Wady

Solving Jumping Problems by Understanding How Horses
Learn
Discover how quickly horses learn and how problems are accidentally created by many
riders (plus how to solve them)

Angelo Telatin

Science of Connection
Learn about studies that are exploring the meaning of connection and why it matters
to us and our horses.

Callie Rae King
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How to Develop the Best Liberty with Your Horse

In this video I demonstrate how to achieve the best connection at liberty with your horse. I
recommend beginning with the first area, relationship, so that it becomes the strongest
foundation for the following two areas to build upon. I also recommend developing each area
one at-a-time and in the order presented.
Here are the three core areas necessary to achieve easy and connected liberty with your horse:
a. Relationship: the glue that binds the work
b.Energy work: 3 levels of Joining in mind, body and heart
c. Self-carriage: developed through balance and straightness training

How Liberty Training Develops Your Riding as One: How to
Ride as One

The following video is a sequel to How to Develop the Best Liberty with Your Horse video. My liberty,
and lunging for self-carriage, training is my foundation to riding as one and in mind, body and heart.
This method not only develops young, green horses, it is equally successful in re-starting and
rehabilitating riding horses.
Here are the four components needed to ride as one in mind, body and heart with your horse:
a. Relationship
b. Energy – embody rhythm and movement
c. Intention and focus
d. Self-carriage – develop the movement so it is fluid, smooth

How to Develop the Deepest Connection and Ability to Communicate with
Horses
There are four specific areas I focus on when I am developing a deep connection with my horse, a
connection that allows me to communicate with subtle aids and in the mind and heart connection.
Here are the four components needed to ride as one in mind, body and heart with your horse:
a. Relationship: developing the relationship is about developing two-way connection and
conversation with your horse. You are always in relationship and in everything you do together.
b. Chakra Energy: working with energy, means to connect and communicate, and creates the
deepest connection possible with your horse.
c. Understanding the language of Equus: this is about learning how horses interact, what motivates
them and the depth of their emotions and feelings.
d. Brain games: this is where we strengthen the horse’s left brain, their thinking side. Through specific
exercises the horse will naturally replace adrenaline with endorphin thus learn to respond vs react to
stimuli and perceived threats.

Secrets to Being Successful with Horses
Being successful with horses isn’t just about technique, skill and experience. It’s as simple as
1-2-3 and if you follow this guide you can take any exercise, break down the steps and achieve
success in 15 minutes or less

Caroline Beste
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The Safe Horse; Building Topline Volume I
In ‘The Safe Horse; Building Topline Volume I’ this video you will learn the basics of
equine anatomy and it’s role for building a safe and strong riding partner. The
biomechanics of the horse’s body is explained in comprehensive and practical language
to help you help your horse build a stronger musculoskeletal structure for safer riding.

The Safe Horse; Building Topline Volume II
In ‘The Safe Horse; Building Topline Volume II’ you will learn about the natural stages
of muscular development and how to identify when the horse is moving optimally. You
will also learn valuable exercises to help build a strong topline which can be
implemented into any training program. You will learn the reasons why certain
exercises are important for your horse as well as when and how to use them.

Deanna Montero
Yoga for Riders
Join in on a yoga class designed specifically for the unique challenges of riders.

Heidi Blackman
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Equine Athlete
In the second volume of her Equine Athlete series, Jec A. Ballou illuminates key pitfalls
in most horses’ athletic development and provides guidelines for how to avoid them.
The video uses compelling side-by-side images to illustrate for the viewer three key
conditioning aspects that determine success when improving a horse’s movement: Posture -Tempo -Structuring the Workout. Breeds featured include Morgans,
Andalusians, and Arabians. For more information, visit www.JecBallou.com. Find us on
Facebook: www.facebook.com/JecAristotleBallou

Myth of Strong Back
When a horse’s back builds up excess tension, whether from strength or discomfort, it
leads to altered muscle activation patterns. Muscles will fire either too early, too late,
or too long. Learn more about the back and its role.

Jec Ballou
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Introduction
If you are not familiar with Josh Nichol and his unique "Relational Horsemanship" approach to
working with horses, this is the place to start! Josh explains how his background, doing
everything from cattle work to Dressage, led him to find a path that is not about dominance
or "respect", but is instead about meeting the horse's relational needs, which he defines as
Mind, Space, and Pressure. Josh will also introduce you to the idea that the feedback we
receive from the horse can be a priceless key to our own growth, both as horsemen and as
human beings.

Part 2: Is Your Horse a Mind, Space, or Pressure Horse?
While all horses have the three relational needs of Mind, Space and Pressure, every horse has one
need that is stronger than the others. In this video, Josh Nichol explains how to determine your
horse's primary need, and you will see how he works with each type of horse to help them
achieve both calm and connection. Josh's clear explanations of how he addresses each horse's
needs will give you key insights to start changing your relationship with your own horse.

Part 3: Using Ground Work to Develop your "Feel" and Soften Your Horse
We all want a horse that responds calmly and easily to our requests. In Relational
Horsemanship, that all starts by developing the ability to feel your horse's thoughts, as
well as the ability to change those thoughts if the horse is worried about something or
disconnected from you. In this video, Josh Nichol will show you the ground work he uses
to begin this important process of discovery, leading to deeper feel in you and greater
softness in the horse.

Part 4: Riding to Deepen Connection and Improve Balance in the Horse
and Rider
The kind of softness and lightness we seek when riding our horses can only be truly
achieved if the horse's mind is calm, willing and connected to the rider. Join Josh Nichol
in this video as he demonstrates how to take the same principles from the ground work
video into the saddle. Josh will show you how to use your reins and your own balance to
feel and influence your horse's thoughts, and to help the horse balance correctly, both
of which are of great importance for athleticism and long-term soundness.

Josh Nichol
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Contact: What It Is, What It Isn’t, Why We Need It, How to Get It.
This presentation talks about why we should ride a horse with light rein contact, as
opposed to always on a loose rein. I show that contact has nothing to do with pulling
the horse’s nose to his chest, or making a horse heavy in the bridle. The opposite is
true: teaching a horse about the right kind of contact helps him be the most balanced,
most athletic, and ultimately happiest version of himself

Katrin Silva
Communication Trust & Respect
Presented in this short film Lorie talks about some of the basis of her horsemanship
philosophy, communication, trust and respect.
All three key components of Lorie’s horsemanship is briefly described with some short
video examples of each one.
All three clips are of “real moments” firstly Communication is demonstrated with a
participant and his horse.
Lorie discusses in this video clip how to be “clear with your communication
”Trust, Lorie demonstrating “Liberty” with an Arabian horse and talks about her
philosophy of trust.
Respect, while working with a stallion during an expo demonstration, Lorie discusses
gaining respect. Lorie further talks respect of one another, the horse and the human.

Lorie Duff

The Anatomy of Collection
What is true collection and is it important for every horse? Join Patrick in this lecture
on what collection is, how it is developed, and why it matters for every rider.

Patrick King
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Science 101 part 1 of 2, Science 101 part 2 of 2
In this video, West will explain the four major brain neurochemicals of Dopamine,
Serotonin, Adrenaline, and Cortisol that are effected in training and handling horses.
This video is a great demonstration of just how these neurochemicals can be used
naturally to calm and handle horses of all breeds.
West also explains the role of the Reticular Activating System within the horse’s brain
and how the RAS responds to Sight, Sound and Touch during training and handling
sessions.
Having a knowledge base of these basic brain neurochemicals and their related
functions within the horse’s nervous system will greatly increase your ability to train
and problem solve horse and human issues.

West Taylor
Canter Transitions
Riding balanced and calm transitions up to the canter can be a challenge for many
riders. Alice demonstrates on a young and energetic horse, ways to help a horse be
prepared to make good transitions. This is not a drill for transitions but a way to feel of
your horse and help him through the transition.

Relaxed & Supple – Exercises In the Saddle
We spend considerable time and energy on preparing our horse mentally to ride;
making sure he is attentive and has a good attitude. Sometimes we might not spend
enough time preparing our horse physically for that same ride. In a previous segment,
Alice Trindle demonstrated how you can prepare your horse to be ridden with
exercises that supple and relax your horse. In this segment, she takes those concepts
into the saddle and shows you how you can prepare your horse to be physically ready
to ride.

Alice Trindle
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Bridging body language to basic voice commands
International Natural Horsewoman, Clinician, and Equine Behaviorist, Anna Twinney,
demonstrates the right way to transition your communication from body language to voice
commands and integrate them into your horsemanship and eventually into the saddle. Realize
the importance of understanding your horse’s communication, what they are saying and why,
and what you are saying to them, before you reprimand or reward. This powerful freeschooling exercise will help you in the training, rehab, exercising communication and
connection with your horse. Support your horse through the training and be their partner in
success.

Liberty and language; “Come” on Command
Anna demonstrates how she connects the language of the horse to our spoken language. Through
teaching a horse to "come on command” you have a partner who wishes to be with you vs. catching or
chasing them. You will discover the value of giving your horse a voice during the training. Anna also
covers how to properly use food as reward and the concept of the “jackpot”, the importance of
visualization in training and why short and sweet can often be the best approach.

Capturing True feel through spook-busting at liberty:
Anna shows how to effectively "spook-bust” at liberty without stress, flooding, or fleeing. Liberty work
is a powerful approach that quickly reveals the true partnership and ability of horse and human
through feel. You will also learn many aspect through liberty work like how to figure out w(delete)
What motivates your horse, correct pressure release, true timing, patching holes in your horse’s
training and getting them ready for anything is captured in this equine dialogue! Working in
collaboration and creating decisions together as opposed to control will create success and an
unbreakable bond. Through liberty work experience how your horse feels, what he fears, how he learns
and reacts to stimulus. Anna also discusses when to finish the lesson based on your horse’s
communication, not the clock.

Secrets to Being Successful with Horses
Nothing makes people give up horses faster than being thrown or, bucked off a terrified,
confused, angry or runaway horse. Anna will show you how to change all that. In Whoa
instead of Go she will teach you how to shape a horse’s flight response when they are nervous
or scared. Through dialoging with her young horse, Hermes, Anna demonstrates how to train
your horse to stop and think when he is spooked vs. defaulting to running, bucking or
panicking. She empowers you to hear what your horse says silently and how to teach your
horse to help an inexperienced, injured, or insecure rider stay in the saddle. All of this at
liberty, without lines or control includes the importance of praise and the many ways to
acknowledge and encourage your horse’s tries.

Anna Twinney
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Groundwork Circles
Desensitize Your Horse To A Rope
In this episode we first show how to teach a horse to circle its handler. More
importantly,how h we sow to fix problems that always seem to show up when a person
first teaches this to a new horse.
Next, we work on desensitizing a horse to a rope in a number of ways. The first one is
how to get a horse used to something spinning over its head. The second involves
using the rope to get a horse used to pressure around its belly (very good to do before
introducing a young horse to a cinch or helping to fix a cinchy horse) and accepting
pressure in other sensitive areas. After that we cover how to get a horse used to having
its feet handled using the rope to make things as safe as possible for the handler.

Teach Your Horse To Lower Its Head
Zig Zags for Leading
Yield The Haunches
This episode starts with teaching a horse to lower its head. This not only helps a horse become
easier to halter and bridle but it’s also a good way to encourage your horse to relax.
The next exercise we call ‘Zig-zags for Leading’. This shows how to mix-up your leading to
keep your horse’s focus on you.
The final exercise shows how to yield your horse’s haunches. This is one of the most important
exercises as yielding the haunches is what can make the difference between being able to keep
your horse under control or not when they want to spook or bolt.

The Back Up
Lateral Flexion
Bridling Practise
This episode starts with teaching your horse to back away from you. This is a great exercise to
do with horses that have learned to be pushy or rude. Learn how your body language and
presence is the deciding factor in whether your horse chooses to respect you or not.
The next exercise works on lateral flexion. Teaching your horse to give softly through its head
and neck on the ground will become so important later on when you ride your horse.
This episode concludes with bridling practise. Learn both how to teach an untrained horse to
accept a bridle so that there never is a bridling problem and learn how to fix the bridling issues
you may have with your older horse. The bridling process is broken down into as many steps as
possible to make it as easy to accomplish as possible.

Jason Irwin
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Lateral Groundwork With Jim Hicks
This segment stems from Jim being asked in clinics how to help a horse begin to learn
lateral movement from the ground. He demonstrates how you can develop the feel of
and for your horse when asking him to move laterally. You will truly appreciate just
how light your horse can be when you can find the balance between the front quarters,
the hindquarters and the nose. While not everyone has access to, or experience with,
long-lining, these additions to your groundwork are easy to incorporate.

Re-Schooling A Troubled Horse with Jim Hicks
Sometimes a horse can get quite a way along but still have some missing pieces in their
foundation. In this segment, Jim Hicks rides such a horse and though the troubled
spots are not immediately apparent at the beginning of the ride when they do present
themselves you can see how Jim addresses them. A great way to get some ideas on
checking out any horse’s foundation and presenting strategies on how to approach a
horse that needs some re-schooling.

Riding Shoulder-In With Jim Hicks
Introducing dressage movements to your horse can feel intimidating. Jim Hicks
demonstrates how you can prepare your horse for a shoulder in and put this useful
movement to work for your horse in a slow relaxed way. He covers basic mechanics of
what he is doing with his aids, and also the feel and timing of what he is doing to
complement those basics.

Jim Hicks
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Quarter Horses in Dressage
Lynn Palm and Cyril Pittion-Rossillon of Palm Equestrian Academy
introduce the very first steps to practicing the sport of dressage. The size
and geometry of the arena, gaits and tests sheets are advantageous for
beginners and competitors alike. Demonstrating with the beloved
American Quarter horse, you will see why and how dressage is beneficial
for all horses

Cyril Pittion Rossillion

Train Outside the Box
Lynn trained her first Word Champion, Lecanto Raider, on the trails.
Riding outside the arena where for pleasure or competition is a great
way to bond with your horse, concentrate on your position as a rider
and develop the communication with your natural aids. The change in
scenery and terrain is always a good challenge for both you and your
horse as well.

For the Love of Horses
We all love spending time with our horses. Why not teach them a few
tricks during your time together? Lynn will walk you through the steps
of teaching a few of the most popular tricks.

Lynn Palm
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Connected Groundwork - Connecting With The Horses Mind
In this fun and informative video, Jack will help you understand how you
can change the way in which you approach your groundwork, with fun
and inspirational ground school techniques that will allow you to get more
done, all while it feels like play!

Jack Curtis

Connect Through positive experiences together
The #1 thing that resolves most training problems, is connection. Get
the connection and partnership right, and EVERYTHING becomes so
much easier. In this video, Paula will give you one simple step you can
take to improve you connection, and partnership so that anything
becomes possible. You might be surprised at how easy it is!

Stretch To Connect
A fun, and easy way to begin each ride and warm your horse up. When
you begin your rides in this manner, it allows you to find a secure
balanced position, and your horse genuinely looks forward to the
warmup and ride, because you shift your intentions and focus on what
truly matters.

Paula Curtis
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Simple Riding Fixes
Sometimes the most simple solutions make the biggest difference in your
riding challenges. Learn how to use simple tools you already have to
improve your riding.

Wendy Murdoch

How to progress faster and get rid of bad habits
Discover the most common issue that slows down your progress. You will learn a
simple principle that most riders overlook yet makes a huge difference. You will be
able to get your horse to relax more, pay more attention to you and get scared less
often.

How to turn a scared horse into a confident one
If you have a horse that is getting scared of everything and often refuses to go to
places that you want him to go, watch this video. You will see how I worked with a
problematic horse and what it took to transform him. Learning these principles can
save a horse from becoming too dangerous to ride.

What to do when your horse is scared
The way you react when your horse gets scared decides about whether he is going
to be more or less likely to get scared again in the future. This video will show you
how to give your horse and yourself more confidence. You will learn how to react
and calm your horse down once he gets scared. React correctly every time your
horse gets scared and you will end up with a super confident horse.

Radek Libal
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Groundwork Simplified for Kids (and adults) Part 1 and 2
Anyone who has worked on their groundwork can relate to feeling
overwhelmed by it. The balancing of moving feet, hands, watching
expression; it’s all a bit overwhelming. Johanna Redmond takes a handful
of her young students through their pre-ride groundwork paces, focusing
on safety as well as fun.

Johanna Redmond

Educating the Horse To The Bridle With Anatomy In Mind
Jillian Kreinbring shares how an early interest in horses led to
her academic study of and a professional career in equine
functional anatomy and posture. After giving a brief
introduction to the skeletal anatomy of a horse's neck, Jillian
will close with a few useful tips for educating a horse to the
bridle

Jillian Kreinbring
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Balanced Shoeing with Dennis Cappel
Learn the importance of achieving balance to maximum performance,
minimize injury and increase longevity.

Foal Handling
A foal is a horse from the moment they are born. Develop respect and
trust in them that will shape their behavior with you for their entire life.

Essential Groundwork
This is groundwork with a purpose. You will gain confidence, improve
your safety. It will raise trust and respect in your horse. Learn the value
of using a "Clear Mental Picture" to establish timing and feel for that
special connection between you and your horse.

Dennis Cappel

Trailer Loading PRE Mare
Learn how to prepare a young horse to safely load in a trailer/float or truck by
helping them think in the right direction. This video details several approaches that
can be helpful for a variety of horses. Please note: this is not a problem-solving case,
but the principles will be applicable for a horse that has developed a problem
loading/unloading.

Response vs. Reaction
A private lesson addressing the process of helping a reactive young horse learn the
concepts of trust and response. Lots of valuable stuff addressed!

Combination Turn
Details the hindquarter yield (turn on forehand) and the forequarter yield (turn on hindquarter)
individually. Then building into the combination of these two turns as a communications exercise for
both the physical and mental development of your horse. A great tool to have handy for a horse that
is more forward than you are wanting. Increases maneuverability for many practical applications.

Ben Longwell
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Anxiety & Fear in the saddle
When it comes to emotions, most of us have a pretty clear idea about the
ones we want to experience and the ones we want to avoid, no more so
than when it comes to negotiating fear and anxiety in the saddle. Without
the necessary skills to deal effectively with difficult or uncomfortable
emotions, we find ourselves suppressing or denying what we feel in an
effort to cultivate a false sense of confidence or bravado when working
with our horses.
In this session, we talk about how to successfully work with anxiety and
fear in a way that keeps us in flow with our emotions and allows us to
appreciate them as a means of communication that ultimately works to
our highest benefit. We discuss the ways and means to be kind with your
mind, the motivating questions behind your emotions, and a specific
process for dealing with anticipation anxiety both in and out of the saddle.

Jane Pike

The Equestrian Confidence Cure: Practical Tips To Feel Safe In
the Saddle
In 16 minutes this video will show you that in order to feel confident
with unbreakable trust in your horse & yourself, you first have to
teach your horse to go slow & to wait on you. This quick video is
packed with practical tips to help you do just that without fear or
frustration that teaches your horse to trust you & creates an
extraordinary partnership.

Jen Rohlen
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The 4 B's of Leadership
What do all great leaders and masters do instinctively that give instant
results with horses compared to those who struggle for years to advance?
Answer: All master horse trainers and teacher do these four things
instinctively: They manage the horses boundaries constantly, the ensure a
bond that lasts a lifetime, they prioritize bravery training before skills, and
they begin skills with a plan in mind. Many great leaders do not teach
these things in their programs but they automatically, instinctively pay
attention to and manage these four factors of the leader/follower
relationship. Because of this, they are able to perform tasks much quicker
and get better results than anyone else. When you learn these four "B's" of
leadership, you too will be able to accomplish more and get better results

Don Jessop

Working On Focus - Both Off And Online
If you don't have your horses focus, it is hard to get much done. In this
presentation, Warwick will help you see how to influence your horses
focus, both online and off, so that you can make the most of your sessions.

Warwick Schiller
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Preparing the Canter: Are you good in your body and mind?
Are you good in your mind?
Are you good in your body?
Yes? Great. Let’s find out how your horse is going.
No? Let’s find out how we can get you there ‚to be good‘, so that you can offer
your horse the quality time you would like to have with it.In this Video follow
Lena along her path to a good canter transition. See how improving her
mindset and body awareness give her the ability to be in the here and now, and
is thus able to achieve smooth canter transitions

Liz Roos

An Introduction to Equine Tapping with Champion, Charlotte
Cannon
In this video, you will learn the basics to relax, rewire and release stress
from your horse using The Cannon Method Tapping Techniques. This is
where to begin with each horse to lay the foundation for inspiring your
horse to truly WANT to be with you and from there the sky is the limit

The Equine Hierarchy of Needs
This is the knowledge most people fail to consider when training their
horses. Understanding this scale, opens the door to really maximizing
your time with each horse in each individual training session, and in each
individual moment. Get more done when you understand where you are,
and where you want to be!

Charlotte Cannon
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ABC'S Of The Equine Hoof
Cheryl will show you how to better read your horse's hoof and gauge its health. With simple
easy to understand descriptions, she will show you how you can help your horse be sounder
and more balanced, through proper trimming and reading and understanding of the hoof
and how it functions.

Introduction to Equine Hoof Care

Introduction Part 2 - Cheryl's History

Hoof Locations

Lateral Cartilage

Digital Cushion And The Frog

Cheryl Henderson
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The 4 Reasons Why A Horse Says No & How To Overcome Them
Understanding why a horse says no is crucial to knowing how you need to react. No longer
is the training concept that you should just add more pressure to get what you want, instead
there are different ways to react depending on why your horse is saying no. Going beyond
the training philosophy of simply adding more pressure is so important for the horse's
safety, the human's safety, and having the most effective training strategy.

Passive Leadership: How To Be A Leader Without Picking A
Fight
Becoming a leader for your horse is important, but did you know there is a difference between
assertive and passive leadership? You do not need to chase, or push your horse around to become a
leader and instead you can use passive leadership which involves body language and horse
psychology to position yourself in a place of authority without needing to be aggressive. In this video
we take a look at passive leadership, what it means, and how to use it for a better relationship with
your horse.

Positive Reinforcement: Using Rewards Effectively Without
Creating A Cookie Monster
Using cookies and positive reinforcement has scientific evidence that shows it is a more effective
and faster way of training horses, yet a lot of people don't fully understand how to use positive
reinforcement. In this video we go over what positive reinforcement is and how to start using it
effectively with your horse.

The Harmony Energy Scale: know when and how to get your
horse ready to learn, calm them down, or bring up their energy
Is your horse in a frame of mind ready to learn? Being in a calm alert state allows your horse to
process information and learn from what you are teaching them. If they are in a high-energy,
anxious, or low energy state it is not possible for them to learn. Understanding how to recognize
where your horse is on the Harmony energy scale and what to do to help your horse get into
their thinking frame of mind is essential for working with horses.

Lindsey Patridge
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Joining Two Stallions with the Help of a Horse with Advanced
Relaxation Skills
A young stallion Piccolo (grey stallion) meets Anna's 10yo advanced geldingFurious Dancer
(black horse) and Anna's stallion Falcao (brown horse) for the very first time. After Furious
Dancer settles nicely with Piccolo, within just NEXT HOUR Anna joins them up with another
stallion, Falcao. Follow Anna's real-time commentary and learn how the most relaxed horse
(Furious Dancer) is using his Relaxation Skills and clarity of the mind in order to bring peace
to the group and keep everyone relaxed, and safe.

Optimal Performance Program Relaxation Technique
OK. So you have seen that a Relaxed horse can use his skills even when tension and pressure of the
moment are HIGH (vide: the video showing connecting two stallions!). How you can give such skills to
your horse? With this video, Anna is really hoping to invite you to take the first step into the Optimal
Performance Program for Horses and let you discover the concept of Conscious Muscle Relaxation, a
universal language of being and ceasing actions that is understood in the same way by all living
beings.

Connect with your Horse through Conscious Muscle
Relaxation, even when it's VERY HARD [Technique for
Distracted Travellers]
Optimal Performance Program is a collection of Relaxation Techniques based on Conscious
Muscle Relaxation for Horses. Discover the concept of Conscious Muscle Relaxation, a universal
language of being and ceasing actions that is understood in the same way by all living beings. We,
humans, may have many opinions about what Relaxation is, but when we are faced with having to
pass these concepts to our horses all the theories and opinions which we might have created
burn in the light of bigger awareness which leaves only that, what is shared, exists for all, and is
simply true.

Relaxation at Restriction of Food (Relax That Stomach)
Optimal Performance Program

Eating, presence of food or the idea of having to share it can be the most relaxed experience or
the one that creates the most tension. We all see horses who struggle with that on an everyday
basis - overeating, aggressive behaviors around food, tension, eating in hastiness. What if we
could bring a change to all of that? Relaxation at Restrictions of Food is a Technique from the
Optimal Performance Program, the collection of Relaxation Techniques developed by Anna &
Pawel Marciniak, based on Conscious Muscle Relaxation.

Anna Marciniak
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Trailer Loading The Steady Horse Way
Watch as Noah uses the Steady Horse Philosophy to help his student guide her horse,
through one of the most frustrating experiences that a horse owner can have… loading their
horse into a trailer. In this video Noah shows you how to load your horse into the trailer the
Steady Horse way.

Desensitizing with the Steady Stick
Most training tools on the market focus on forcing your horse to respect you. I created a tool called
the Steady Stick that earns your horse's respect instead of demanding it. Watch as I show you how to
use the Steady Stick to desensitize your horse the right way.

Building an Unbreakable Bond
My Unbreakable Bond Series shows off all that Steady Horse has to offer. Watch as I show you stepby-step how to build an unbreakable bond with your horse based on mutual trust, respect, and
effective communication.

Steady Horse Pre-ride Groundwork
The most important part of riding a horse happens way before you even hop on. Groundwork
exercises are the most essential warmups that you can do with your horse in preparation for any
ride. In this video I’ll show you my pre-ride groundwork that I do before I get on any horse.

Noah Tillman-Young
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Elaine Sanders
Foundation of Partnership
What makes all the great horsemen and horsewomen great? Is it the specific techniques
they use? Is it the equipment? Is it something special inside them? Or is it something else something more foundational?Explore the science of connecting with the heart of your
horse. Learn what gets in the way and discover exactly what you can do to connect with
your horse the way the masters do.No matter what method you follow, or what techniques
you use, this is the foundation of it all.

Building Connection through Conflict Resolution
When things don't go the way you wanted or planned, what do you do? How do you handle the
conflict when you want to do one thing and your horse wants to do another?Conflict resolution is
essential in all relationships and your equine relationship is no different. In this video, you'll discover
the 5 types of conflict resolution (spoiler alert: only one of them is really effective), how to be a kind
leader (without you or your horse getting walked on), and how you can use conflict to build - not
break - the partnership with your horse.

www.ArtoftheHorseman.com

